
 

CLARIFICATIONS No:1 to CONTRACT NOTICE and TENDER DOSSIER 

  

Contract Title:  Supply of Computers 

Publication Reference:  SIHHAT/2021/SUP/INT/06 

 

CN: Contract Notice / c2_contractnotice_en 

TD: Tender Dossier 

DOC: Document 

ART: Article 

ITT: Instructions to Tenderers / c4b_itt_en 

TS: Annex II + III: Technical Specifications + Technical Offer / c4f_annexiitechspeciiitechoffer_en 

LE-NA: Legal Entity - Natural Person / c4o2_lefind_en 

LE-COM: Legal Entity-Private/Public Law Body with Legal Form / c4o3_lefcompany_en 

LE-PUB: Legal Entity-Public Law Body / c4o4_lefpublic_en 

BB: Annex IV: Budget breakdown (Model financial offer) / c4g_annexivfinoffer_en 

TG: Tender Guarantee Form / c4n_tenderguarantee_en 

MPG: Annex V: Model Performance Guarantee / c4h_perfguarantee_en 

PFG: Annex V: Pre-Financing Guarantee Form / c4i_prefinanceguarantee_en 

ACG: Administrative Compliance Grid / c4j_admingrid_en 

EG: Evaluation Grid / c4k_evalgrid_en 

 

 

Further to the requests received from the tenderers, the following clarifications are provided. 



 

#  DOC. 
ART./ 

ITEM / LOT 
CLAUSE QUESTION / REQUEST ANSWER 

1 TS 1.1.12.1 Sound Card 

The sound card on the desktop computer must, as a 

minimum;- 

a) be a 16-bit sound card; 

b) offer Plug & Play capability; 

c) have a microphone input and a speaker 

output, which may be provided in combination or 

separately; and 

d) feature an onboard speaker. 

 

Due to the worldwide component shortage, to 

meet the technical specifications and comply 

with the Origin Rule, We kindly request to 

change the mentioned feature "d) feature an 

onboard speaker" as follows or to exclude this 

feature from the technical specifications form in 

order to ensure competition by increasing the 

number of participants. 

 

The sound card on the desktop computer must, as a 

minimum;- 

a) be a 16-bit sound card; 

b) offer Plug & Play capability; 

c) have a microphone input and a speaker 

output, which may be provided in combination 

or separately; and 

d) feature an external speaker or speaker on 

the monitor. 

 

 

 

Please see Changes No:1 to Tender 

Dossier. 



 

#  DOC. 
ART./ 

ITEM / LOT 
CLAUSE QUESTION / REQUEST ANSWER 
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1.2.12.1 

Sound Card The sound card on the desktop computer must, as a 

minimum;- 

a) be a 16-bit sound card; 

b) offer Plug & Play capability; 

c) have a microphone input and a speaker 

output, which may be provided in combination or 

separately; and 

d) feature an onboard speaker. 

 

Due to the worldwide chip shortage,to meet the 

technical specifications and comply with the 

Origin Rule, we kindly request to exclude the 

feature "b)offer Plug & Play capability'' from the 

technical specifications in order to ensure 

competition by increasing the number of 

participants. 

 

Please see Changes No:1 to Tender 

Dossier. 
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1.2.12.1 

Sound Card The sound card on the desktop computer must, as a 

minimum;- 

a) be a 16-bit sound card; 

b) offer Plug & Play capability; 

c) have a microphone input and a speaker 

output, which may be provided in combination or 

separately; and 

d) feature an onboard speaker. 

 

Due to the worldwide chip shortage,to meet the 

technical specifications and comply with the 

Origin Rule, we kindly request to exclude the 

feature "d) feature an onboard speaker'' from the 

technical specifications in order to ensure 

competition by increasing the number of 

participants. 

 

Please see Changes No:1 to Tender 

Dossier. 



 

 


